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embarked on the Yawatu Maru at Yokohama, now 3,500 miles
away. The impression of the traveller in these immeasurable
seas is one of intense remoteness. The islands are so far apart,
so small, and in the case of the Marshalls, so low, that they
appear completely insignificant and absurd scattered in these vast
reaches of endless ocean. Jaluit itself lies 10,000 miles east of
the Meridian of Greenwich and is only 350 miles north of the
Equator.
The opening in the reef that gives entrance to the lagoon is
scarcely half a cable in width and on either hand the sea broke
upon a wall of coral that rises from a depth of over two miles
abruptly to the surface.    Without,  there was a heavy noisy
swell ;   within, the water was still, its surface unruffled.    All
around lie the islands—except to the west where there is a long
stretch of broken surf—forming for twenty-five miles a chain
that encircles the lagoon.   They vary much in size but few have
a breadth of more than two or three hundred yards and are
separated from one another here by open channels, there by
shallow passages white with the foam of breakers.   The vegeta-
tion is very limited.   Trees and shrubs, and even soil, have been
introduced at Jebwar where the settlement stands, but on the
rest is found little else but the coco-nut palm and such verdure as
can thrive in sand and coral and sea-water.    In places seeds
carried by erring currents to be cast up upon the beaches have
in the heat and rains of this equatorial region sprouted and
grown.    Of animal and bird life there is almost none, nor are
there snakes or crocodiles.   Even butterflies are rare.
Immediately within the opening in the reef lies the anchorage
of Jebwar where half a dozen little white-painted schooners lay
motionless upon the still water. A few boats put off to meet the
steamer and a few outrigged canoes. On the shore only the
landing-stage, some sheds and a few isolated houses were
visible for the trees and palms grow down to the water's edge
and conceal all else. The local Japanese officials came on
board, dressed in their neat white uniforms, punctilious,
important and polite, and along the beach a crowd of natives
watched the ship come to anchor. It is only eleven times in the
year that a steamer from Japan touches at Jaluit and brings and
takes the mail, and there is no other communication except by
one or two small tramps that stray from island to island collecting
copra and even with them comes no news from the outside
world.

